Abstract-Facilitation of new methods for learning materials delivery and adoption of new learning experiences and practices in e-learning is always a challenge. Using synthesis of digital audio learning assets and learning objects as one of main sources for conducting learning is not new, but research on using audio lectures or combined audio with presentation lecture is not well investigated and adopted in traditional online learning environments. The main goal of current paper is to present requirements elicitation, software analysis, design, construction and testing of secure and reusable software architecture for production and delivery of learning resources with audio elements in university programming courses. Paper presents different architecture styles for designing the system and finish with presentation of development and usage of contemporary Software Server for Automatic Generation of Audio Lectures (uListenSrv). Main difference here is support of languages, not only in English, but not so popular languages, like Bulgarian language.
Introduction

Overview
Current work represents analysis, design, implementation and testing of software server called uListenSrv -that is web-based, platform independent system that gives opportunity to transform wide variety of presentation and text files into voice readings, available for download. As input system takes existing provided presentation documents (lectures) or other learning resources, then transfigured into online based presentations with embedded sound. The system cope with information security management and works with user accounts, where registration and its use is entirely free of charge. The developed architecture satisfies following software requirements: multi-tenant, configurable, client-server, service-oriented, modular, and extensible in nature. Communication between client and server components in the system are protected with secure channel, using standard HTTPS protocol. End users communicate with the server and explore system functionality using web client. The server layer provides access to core functionality via software services through network, which are documented to facilitate usage from external software systems, and learning management systems (LMS). Main functionality, provided by the proposed software server system, can be summarized as follows:
• Reading of HTML, TXT, PDF, DOC and many other file types, generating and playing audio recordings (WAV).
• Parse PPT and PPTX presentation formats and visualize them in web based presenter, with embedded slides reading.
• Adding file ratings.
• Enable searching in uploaded files name and content.
• Maintain user accounts, allowing registration, login, logout, file sharing, and custom settings.
System is divided into subcomponents and each subcomponent is designed as subproject in order to foster reuse of software and architecture decisions.
State of the art
In the literature audio lectures widely are used in general in language learning, for example [1] . In other research [2] audio readings were introduced into two courses (ten offerings) using Apple Computer's iPod audio player for delivery and total of 20 audio files were created to use in the courses which results in suggested three signifi-cant factors: preference, usability, and experience of end-of-course surveys indicated that there is significantly higher satisfaction scores for those courses with audio readings compared to those courses without audio readings.
Interesting study [3] which contributes to personalization in multimedia learning by evaluating if there are differential effects between using audio that is instructornarrated (i.e. all the students personally know the narrator) versus expert-narrated (i.e. none of the students know the narrator). In this study there are created two identical instructional audio files about a difficult conceptual topic. The only difference between these two treatments is that one audio was done by an "expert" that the students did not know and the other was done by their instructor whom they saw in class at least once a week. In both cases the content of the audio was exactly the same. Students in a large undergraduate nutrition course listened to two audio case study analyses as part of an online module about vitamins and minerals and their satisfaction is studied.
As next step to previous study we propose to measure satisfaction of students with adding generated audio lectures with the lecture which they know very well, and using lecturers words, but audio is produced by usage of audio-generation software, known as text-to-speech software. Finding a good free software for non-English language is a challenge, especially for not popular languages, such as Bulgarian language.
Good support for audio and other multimedia resources in W3C recent recommendation HTML 5 [4] in browsers, as well as other devices such as e-book readers like Kindle Fire, smart watches [5] becomes more and more popular. Common usage of audio-visual lecture today is by facilitating YouTube platform [6] or similar general purpose media services with live-recorded lectures or screencasts.
Using recorded audio materials or audio materials with images is not that common in university courses. For example in Software Programming courses and courses in Software Engineering stream or learning in corporate environment, workplace or by lifelong learners. In our opinion in general: using audio resources as learning experience is under used in general education systems, if used at all. There are several factors for such situation:
• It is not easy to create only audio lecture as that cannot be fully replaced by presentation materials and live lectures, given by human instructor.
• Audio resources in general are not searchable, if transcript is not created (which is not easy/cheap to achieve). It is even harder to automatically generate transcripts in non-English languages.
• It is huge and time-consuming task to create recorded audio lectures. Moreover if there is need to search, update, edit or delete such a resources-can be a challenge.
We come to the idea to design and implement secure software architecture, which addresses these challenges:
1. Fast and easy creation of audio resources from text slides, using open source components. 2. Make resources searchable.
3. Being time consuming task -once done -it is important to make easily re-used audio lectures in Personal Learning Environment (PLE) [7, 8] and as general learning resources in Learning Management Systems (LMS) [9] such as Moodle.
Making resources easy reusable is very important goal as tools, extracting course content can perform repackaging of the content for reuse in different learning environments [10] .
In table 1 are compared several existing tools for text-to-speech transformation such as "Google Translate" [11] , "YakiToMe!" [12] , "iSpeech!" [13] , and "SpokenText" [14] . Selected criteria for evaluation are: remote access, offline use, open source, free license, extensibility, search (in files), user friendly interface, and voice quality. As result we concluded, that there is need for new server software system, which satisfied initial user requirements, which are described in details in section III below.
Structure of paper
In next section of paper, named "Analysis of Web-based Software Architectures" there is presented one attempt for categorization of different type of web-based Software Architectures which are candidates for design of the developed software server solution with key advantages and disadvantages. In third section, named "Architecture for Audio Presentation System" all modules and structure of the designed architecture are discussed. In forth section "Implementation of Audio Lecture Generation Software" are detailed discussion on implementation and common usages of developed server. In fifth section named "Usage of the system" practical usage scenario is used when navigated trough steps to use the system. In last section conclusion about usages of the system are analyzed, results and further improvements are discussed.
2
Analysis of Web-based Software Architectures
Software architecture categorization
Here we made categorization of several software architectures, which are elicited as possible software design for our server system according to number of servers and number of web clients and their disposition (local or remote), for both client and server -as in Table 2 . Different architecture characteristics has their positive sides and drawbacks, discussed here. On Fig. 1 is depicted first scenario (1) -one local server, which accepts connections from multiple clients. Multiple 'local' clients, connects to same local 'server' and share same data; can produce and share audio lectures asynchronous/sequential to potentially different local users. This software architecture can be called kiosk system -any user can be served, but only one user in same time.
On Fig. 2 is depicted use case scenario (2) -remote server is on the left on the figure and several clients on the right. Mixed mode means remote and local clients are allowed. We can have synchronous and asynchronous client-server communication. Usage scenario here can be called Personal Learning Environment (PLE). Allows roaming client user to different places with multi-homing hardware and/or software environments.
On Fig. 3 is depicted scenario (3) -typical server model-view controller (MVC) deployment architecture. This means, that it cannot be used offline as PLE. This can limit some of the usage scenarios.
On Fig. 4 are depicted packages and on Fig. 5 is software architecture of multitenant scenario (4) -which allows same client to connect to different servers -one at a time. Thus with one client can achieve both -having possibility for using as PLE or LMS.
Looking at different possible architectures, we decided to implement last architecture, as giving great flexibility, security and reusability. 
Introduction
As initial data for the system is needed existing presentation documents (for example ppt). Next these are transformed into online based presentations with embedded sound. Selected software architecture is multi-tenant software architecture (on Fig. 5 ).
Software functional requirements
Current work represent elicitation, analysis, design, implementation, and testing of web based software, platform independent system, with main feature to transform wide variety of text files and file formats into voice lecture. In current sub-section main functionality provided by the system can be summarized as follows -functional requirements, which corresponds to the software requirements of the system:
• REQ1: File processing -reading input files. Reading of HTML, TXT, PDF, DOC and many other file types, generating and creating files with audio speech synthesis (WAV).
• REQ2: Presentation processing -parsing and pre-processing presentations. Parse PPT and PPTX presentations and visualize them in web based presenter, with embedded slides reading.
• REQ3: Resource ratings -adding file ratings.
• REQ4: Searching in content -enable searching in uploaded files name and content.
• REQ5: User preferences -maintain user accounts, allowing registration, user login, user logout, file sharing, custom settings.
• REQ6: Multilanguage support -support at least English and Bulgarian languages.
Software non-functional requirements
Non-functional requirements are specified as well:
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• NFREQ1: Modularity, system is divided into subcomponents and each subcomponent is implemented as subproject in order to foster reusability of software and architecture decisions.
• NFREQ2: Multi-tenant user-interface, allowing one user with client software is able to configure and use different content provider server.
• NFREQ3: Service-oriented decomposition allowing to evaluate different quality characteristics of services.
• NFREQ4: Easy to distribute and install -for lower newcomers to use the server.
• NFREQ5: User-friendly and simplicity in graphical management interface allowing good user experience, without heavy settings for administration.
Implementation of Audio Lecture Generation Software
Module structure of software
Main identified modules for implementation are as follows:
• Module 1 Content extraction.
• Module 2* Auto-correction.
• Module 3* for manual review and process improvement (enrich dictionaries and tools, which filters, compacts and/or enrich presentations) . Also possible crosscutting concern for modules injection using IoC software principle. ! dictionary module interceptions; ! terms dictionary; ! abbreviations dictionary; ! quiz and pre-/post-assignments. Requirements for modules 2 and 3 was discovered after completing the system, discovering gaps and defects in initial implementation and elicited need for advanced quality tools.
The implemented system uses few third party libraries and resources. For file content extraction is used Apache Tika [16] . For searching in extracted text is used Elasticsearch [17] . Web services are developed using Restlet platform [18] . Used database is SQLite [19] .
All third party software libraries and platforms are successfully combined, used, extended and refined to accomplish the goal for maximum user satisfaction. The system can be successfully used by education institutions, as tool in training and learning on workplace, serious games, by disabled people, and regular users. Such working server software can easily be used for making research and experimenting with different quality characteristics of software systems (such as availability, security and so on). User-interfaces are designed as multi-tenant software and currently are tested and adopted for using on one server, but system is designed to be distributed via different 'tenants'. Each tenant can select any server available. One of the aims of the system is to be easy-to-install and easy to use software system. On table 3 are given classification of different of architectures that can be achieved with current implementation. As conclusion using last scenario is hard to achieve. It give to user flexibility to use learning environment in the way they want -either as traditional Learning Management System or as Local/Personal Learning Management System. 
Module dependenciues
On Fig. 4 , named "Package dependencies and operations" above -main modules and their dependencies are depicted.
We have three layers:
• 1 st layer: data-store and server middleware -responsible for parsing presentation, indexing content, produce text-to-speech generation.
• 2 nd layer: web services layer -with RestletWadlExt module and RestAPI -responsible for reuse of functionality. It decouples client from server, and thus give us possibility to change implementations of client or server in any given time, without breaking functionality of the other layer.
• 3 rd layer: client layer -contains of AdminUI module -which is "fat" client (desktop application) and second module is initial prototype of Client UI software (named WebUI).
Implementation
Authenticated resources case implementation is depicted on Fig. 6 below. Building blocks here are start component, basic state of client software application, authenticated clients, decision module for resources that requires authentication and finally two kinds of audio resources-with public access and with access which requires authentication and authorization processes. Here we have main UltimateSpeakerBasic Application, which checks if requested audio resource requires authentication. If yes, then go to UltimateSpeaker AuthenticatedApplication, authenticate first, and then access the resources. If no, then get access to public audio resources. Alongside with common user management use cases such as registration, login, logout and profile creation and update -there are Software Settings, available even before the user is logged to the system. This allow user to change configuration where desired server is located. For example servers can be at local computer (localhost), or at remote IP address.
Depending on the server, there can be located different audio resources -for different courses. Or even resources for the same course, but with different level/skills pre-requests and different intensity of the learning. Scope of the each of the servers can be logically defined and recommended for different types of learners.
Main scenarios of authenticated (registered and logged) user are depicted on use case diagram on Fig. 8 . User story here include use cases such view online presentation use case, preview presentation use case, download original file use case, download speech synthesis use case, rate resources use case, and share resource to other registered users. Developed Software Server, called uListenSrv supports all of the described server functionality. How this looks like and how it is tested -is described in next section of current paper.
5
Usage of the system
Here are provided description of basic steps for creation and sharing audio lecture.
Server-side -start and configure server
First we start server (Fig. 9) . Then configure server settings (fig 10) , where we follow requirements NFREQ4 and NFREQ5 (as described in section IV) -for simple and user-friendly customer interface. Administration client, which itself contains all the server software and management client has modest, but powerful set of options. From here it is possible to conduct major operation with the server software -to start and stop server, to clear cache, to manage server settings, and monitor server log.
Server setting dialog is depicted on Fig. 10 below. There is option to edit server port (by default it is 8181, but can be easily changed. Last, but not least -support of different client is done by configuration of server directory. 
5.2
Client-side software prototype -create audio lecture
When user is authenticated he or she may or may not change settings of speech synthesis and document processing details (where is appropriate). As available settings are default document encoding (important for pronouncement of digits, numbers and dates, support of markup in the learning material text and many others, mainly related to speech synthesis options. On Fig. 11 is given screenshot from settings panel of client. You need to setup server address, port and audio generation preferences. Here port and URL/IP of the server are combined as one setting. Before start usage of the system, the user is required to register first (Fig. 12) , using appropriate email and password. After successful registration the user will be logged into the system (Fig. 13) , then is needed to go to upload tab page (Fig.14) , and to upload desired learning material presentation file (commonly power point format). Newly registered user has no available files. Next they can log in with old user with already existing files (Fig. 15) . Before registering a new user or login into the system -it needs to configure URL address and port of the desired server. When user is registered for first time it needs to configure its settings. After registration there are no available files (see Fig. 13 ). When uploaded -resources are already available and listed in convenient way. You can navigate to the next or previous page or directly to any specific page with resources. In order to make available generated audio lecture to other external user of the system it is need to share it (see Fig.16 ). Press Share button for the audio resource for sharing, new Share File Dialog appears and then enter email address of the user or users and press again Share button. As result selected resource is shared to specified user. These steps are enough to start using shared document. Usage of shared documents are described in more details in next section.
5.3
Client-side -use audio lecture Login with another account, which already has shared resources. Example from the client prototype on Fig. 17 is depicted screenshot from rating component in client module in the system. When rate any given resource -you change general rate index of that resource. First use-case for shared resource can be started by pressing View button, then new window is opened and presentation is appeared (Fig. 18) . Then you can navigate through the slides, start, stop, pause and mute presentation with standard controls. Moreover there are two modes -for auto play of slides when open new slide, or by manual starting audio. Next you can delete audio presentation or download original presentation (in initial ppt format). You can press Download button and system will ask if you prefer to download original file, or speech file (Fig. 19) . If you select Speech button -the file will be saved locally. Then user can open it with default audio player of the operating system or on mobile device. Use case scenario for downloading only audio file describes a new approach for sharing and using learning materials.
Next you can search all available presentations in search tab. There are available two scenarios -searching in the file name -when stat typing -it shows autocomplete dialog (Fig. 20) -if file name starts with first letters. Or second scenario -you can do full-text search (see Fig. 21 ).
When resource is located as a result from the search -preview of content is given and keywords are highlighted.
User can view all documents, where matches searching criteria, ordered by their rank. Other feature such as rating of the resource is used to see the rating, credibility or quality of the resource. Searching and free rating of the resources can help different users to create and share lectures.
Last feature, presented here is packaging resources in single page and offline use. That can be achieved as in web client you can press CTRL+S keyboard shortcut or save from the browser menu, point download folder and audio presentation with all resources will be saved to local storage for offline use. complicates server-side implementation has security implication -possibly users are sensitive to sharing their data, which can lead to less data gathered for the improvement of quality of the service.
7
